CRUSH Jig

Having a CRUSH Jig is a Vital asset when using the discipline of Energy Application in Collision RECONstruction!

- **CRUSH JIG** is the best way to measure a CRUSH profile.
- **CRUSH JIG** measures evidence for calculation of speed at impact.
- **CRUSH JIG** assures accurate & uniform measurement [by the inch] of CRUSH depths at specific intervals.
- **CRUSH JIG** presents demonstrative evidence of the crushing of a vehicle’s profile induced by collision.
- **CRUSH JIG** allows for photographic evidence to show the depth of CRUSH in an exhibit that is easily understood by jurors.

**Complete CRUSH Jig with Frame & Rods in a carrying bag**

$ 700.00 plus shipping

To purchase or for additional information call Crash Dynamics  682/503-6529

www.crashdynamics.com